Abstract:
Process:
A custom PCL brace using modern scanning and 3D Modeling
●
Making contact with a professional to address initial questions
technology. The Skanect is used in order to create a leg model that
such as how and where to apply pressure to the knee.
is particular to the one who is scanned. Features can be modeled
●
Deciding features and functions to separate brace from standard
and created based off the 3D model and measurements of the
braces.
injured person. Programs such as Fusion 360 and Corel Draw are
●
Measuring and fitting of base sleeve.
used to create physical models and features.
●
Brainstorming and finding material.
●
Designing brace supports on Corel Draw, followed by laser cutting.
Research Question:
●
Modeling printable material on Fusion 360.
How can modern scanning and 3D Modeling software be used to
●
Fabrication of all three materials for a functioning custom PCL
create a custom knee brace for the recovery period of a PCL injury?
brace
Research:
Most of our research was based upon learning about common knee
injuries and the differences with knee braces. Many of these
questions were answered by Dr. Dewanjee and the staff at FXRX
Orthopedics and Bracing.

Results:
Multiple methods were used to create the different pieces of the final product.
Through trial and error we’ve managed to create a custom brace that follows the
requirements.
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Conclusion:
The knee is a fragile joint in which if any of these
components where to loosen over time additional support
would be needed. In addition one of the key components of a
working brace is for it to close to the skin as possible. The
technologies we have available to us nowadays allow us to
create a brace that is able to solve problems ourselves while
mitigating costs.
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